What we have been doing in English…..
We launched a school wide poetry competition and saw a range of stunning entries. Our overall winning
entries came from Morgan Clements and Mia Bladon are sampled below. These students received poetry
journals as prizes. We are currently devising our next competition which we are very excited about already!

We have also had clusters of department teachers in school
delivering English lessons to the students on site. Year 10 and 11
students have been exploring the Poetry Anthology whilst
younger students have been developing their reading and
writing skillsets with their teachers.

We have also been trialling using visualisers to record annotations of texts with teacher voiceover and
explanation. This has worked well with both Y10 and Y8 classes and we are seeking to extend this further. Staff
have also been seeking to do some recorded instruction!

Year 7 have recently moved to a weekly module approach and have been covering a range of topics including
Shakespeare, poetry, letter writing and many more……
Year 8 have been exploring Gothic literature and Romantic poetry, developing the skills and knowledge they
will need all the way through to Year 11.

Year 9 have been
looking at fiction texts
and developing
personal responses to
them. This example
shows a student who
is exploring the
opening of ‘Of Mice
and Men’

Year 10 have continued to explore the key content for the GCSE course for both Literature and Language,
some writing responses to the changes in the character of Scrooge, others responding to unseen poetry,
others annotating the poetry from the anthology. Students have also been engaging with the BBC and RSC
Shakespeare resources, including writing reviews of the latest Macbeth LIVE staring Niamh Cuzak and
Christopher Eccleston. Pupils have also been using retrieval techniques such as the constant referring to
previous work and learning to help it embed into their memories. Some of Ms Little’s classes also learned full
poems by memory which is and excellent skill in preparation for examinations next year.

